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Abstract: Heterogeneous ice nucleation in the atmosphere is not fully understood. In particular, our
knowledge of biological materials and their atmospheric ice nucleation properties remains scarce.
Here, we present the results from systematic investigations of the ice nucleation activity of plant
materials using cryo-microscopy. We examined berry juices, frozen berries, as well as extracts of
leaves and dried berries of plants native to boreal regions. All of our samples possess reasonable ice
nucleation activity. Their ice nucleating particle concentrations per unit of water volume vary between
9.7 × 105 and 9.2 × 109 cm−3 when examined within temperatures of −12 to −34 ◦ C. Mean freezing
temperatures ranged from −18.5 to −45.6 ◦ C. We show that all samples contained ice nuclei in a
size range below 0.2 µm and remain active if separated from coarse plant tissue. The results of
examining ice nucleation properties of leaves and dry berry extracts suggests that their ice-nucleating
components can be easily suspended in water. Sea buckthorn and black currant were analyzed using
subtilisin (a protease) and urea. Results suggest proteinaceous compounds to play an important role
in their ice nucleation activity. These results show that separation between ice nucleation particles
stemming from microorganisms and those stemming from plants cannot be differentiated solely
on proteinaceous features. Further oxidation experiments with ozone showed that black currant is
highly stable towards ozone oxidation, indicating a long atmospheric life time.
Keywords: biological ice nucleation; heterogeneous ice nucleation; ice-nucleating macromolecules;
ice-nucleating particles; cold hardiness

1. Introduction
While ice is the thermodynamically favorable phase at temperatures below 0 ◦ C, ice formation is
a kinetically hindered process and will typically not take place at higher sub-zero temperatures [1–3].
For small volumes (as droplets in the lower µm size range) this transition occurs at temperatures
below −35 ◦ C [4,5]. If ice nucleation active substances, called ice nucleating particles (INP) [6],
initiate freezing at higher (sub-zero) temperatures, the process is referred to as heterogeneous ice
nucleation. INP influence cloud glaciation and therefore the water cycle and the radiation balance
of the Earth [7–10]. Within the large field of INP, biological INP, which often exhibit the highest
onset temperatures (near 0 ◦ C) are least understood [11–13]. It is generally assumed that larger
particles and especially mineral dust are mainly responsible for atmospheric heterogeneous ice
nucleation events [14,15]. Possible atmospheric impacts of biological particles have been studied
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using well-established models [16–18]. These models found it unlikely that biological INP play a big
role in global INP distributions, but for many calculations, the available data on biological INP needs
to be expanded [16,17]. Calculations and field studies show however, that local climatic conditions can
be highly influenced by biological INP [16,17,19–22]. Many known and strongly studied biological
INP stem from microorganisms (as e.g., Pseudomonas syringae, a bacterium [23]). Living organisms
pose an even bigger challenge to research, as not just the upward fluxes into the atmosphere must be
researched but further questions like viability if airborne, and impacts of the surrounding environment
(e.g., pH value) come into play [24,25]. Also, the atmosphere is a highly oxidant medium, which
can impact viability and chemical features. The most common oxidant formed in polluted air is
ozone [26]. Very little experiments were done in the past to predict the influence of these oxidants on
biological INP.
Ice nucleation research is rather complex as environmental features can impact the activity greatly.
Furthermore, the mechanisms under which heterogeneous ice nucleation occurs are only poorly
understood and differ between different materials. Mineral dusts and soots have variable surfaces and
cracks and surface defects seem to be important for their ice nucleation activity (INA) [27]. Other than
that, INP from biological sources seem to be mostly proteins and lipoproteins forming aggregates [28].
Therefore, biological INA is more a chemical than a morphological feature. Proteins found to be ice
nucleation active often exhibit large beta-sheet areas that simulate the ice structure [29–32].
The knowledge on the atmospheric impact of biological INP is sparse. Some studies indicate that
biological material from woodlands could be important for local climatic conditions. Huffman et al.
found a burst of biological INP over woodland connected to rain events [22]. Pratt et al. analyzed
ice crystal residues collected over Wyoming and found a third of it to be biological material and
further that 60% of the highly abundant mineral dusts to be internally mixed with biological or humic
substances [33]. While a third is a rather high ratio for biological material and other studies did not
find such high amounts, the importance of organic coatings on inorganic material was confirmed in
other studies [34,35]. Additional studies that clarify the nature of INP from plants, allowing their
atmospheric detection is necessary to predict the atmospheric impact. A deeper understanding of
mechanism, environmental presence, and atmospheric impact is important since biological material
that triggers ice formation not only influences the albedo of the Earth but also can affect the water
cycle and trigger precipitation [36,37].
INA has been found in nearly all kingdoms of life such as e.g., different bacteria [38,39],
fungi [40,41] and fungal spores [42,43], moss spores [44], and lichen [45]. Biological particles, which
are released in the atmosphere, can cover a wide range of possible substances (e.g., fragments of skin
and plants, spores, pollen, proteins) and also over a wide range of sizes (from several nanometre up to
the millimetre size range) [46]. However, our knowledge of biological particles in the atmosphere is
still rather limited and this topic is often excluded in the fields of air chemistry and climate [24,46].
Plants are often not considered as a source of atmospheric INP, even though parts of several plants
are already known to be ice nucleation active. The wood of Prunus trees [47], Citrus fruits [48],
and winter rye leaves [49] for instance, have already been described as ice nucleation active in
literature. Furthermore, pollen of many different plant species have been shown to exhibit ice
nucleation activity [50,51]. While Diehl et al. [50] focused on entire pollen grains, Pummer et al. [51]
showed that these pollen contain ice nucleation active macromolecules (INM), which are only loosely
attached to the pollen grain and can be easily washed off of the surface of the pollen (macromolecules
are composed of a higher number than normal molecules and range in their size typically between
10−5 and 10−3 mm [52]). Oils from wood of several species and other naturally emitted terpenes
can show INA [53]. Decayed plant leaf litter contains ice nucleation active materials and the
concentrations of these materials vary with different environmental conditions [54]. Corresponding
freezing temperatures are shown in Table A1. Materials from some of the plant species used in this
article have been examined previously: the INA of sea buckthorn berries was found to depend on their
region of origin with freezing temperatures ranging from −15.1 to −6.1 ◦ C, which strongly depend on
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the ripeness of the berries [55,56]. The respective INPs can be extracted from the berries but are also
accessible from leaf tissue. They remain active if passed through a 0.45 µm filter [55], which counts
for their macromolecular nature. Proteinaceous compounds are believed to play an important role in
the INA of sea buckthorn [55]. Stem, flower bud, fruits, and leaves of Japanese grown examples of
Vaccinium corymbosum and Vaccinium ashei (blueberry) were analyzed and found to contain INP [57].
The highest INA of the different blueberry samples was found the bark of the plants [57].
For most plants, the chemical nature of the contained INP is still unknown or remains under
discussion. The INP of birch pollen for example has been postulated to depend mostly on
polysaccharides [51,58] and on proteins [59]. The chemical nature of these INP needs to be identified in
order to find better ways to measure their presence in soil and mineral dusts as well as in atmospheric
aerosols and cloud crystal residues.
Most freezing studies done with plants focus on freezing point depression or ice propagation
throughout plant tissue (e.g., [60,61]). Very little research is done on INA of plants as well as activity
of the INP separated from plant tissue and its availability for the surrounding environment. In this
study, we systematically investigated the INA of juices and extracts from various berries. We focus
on plants from boreal regions to gain a better insight on their freezing behavior and their possible
influences on the environment. Our scientific questions include: (1) What is the INA of the selected
species? (2) What is the size of the contained INP and can they be compared to the INM found in birch
pollen [51,62]? (3) To what extent are there commonalities between the INA of the different analyzed
samples? (4) Can the INP be extracted from the intact surface of the plants and therefore impact their
local environment?
2. Experiments
2.1. VODCA (Vienna Optical Droplet Crystallization Analyzer)
The Vienna optical droplet crystallization analyzer (VODCA) works with an emulsion technique
allowing us to analyze droplets in the micrometer size range of a sample solution in an inert oil
matrix. It was used to determine the ice nucleation activity of our samples. The method is described in
detail in Pummer et al. [51]. Here aqueous samples were emulsified in an oil phase (paraffin oil with
10–20 wt % of lanolin as an emulsifier). A drop of oil and a drop of the aqueous sample (approx. 2 µL
each with the oil phase in a small excess) are placed on a thin glass slide. For all extracts and blank
measurements water of ultrapure grade (produced with Millipore® SAS SIMSV0001, Merck Millipore,
Burlington, NJ, USA) was used. The two phases were mixed manually with a pipette tip until the
emulsion turned opaque (due to Mie scattering). This method leads to aqueous droplets (between
15–40 µm in diameter) embedded in an inert oil matrix [63]. The glass slide was then placed in the
cryo-cell. The cryo-cell was sealed and cooled with a Peltier element (Quick-cool QC-31-1.4-3.7M,
Quick-cool, Wuppertal, Germany). The temperature of the Peltier element with the glass slide on
top was constantly monitored with a thermocouple, which was fixed on the surface of the Peltier
element, next to the glass slide. Temperature measurement of our setup exhibited a standard deviation
of 0.5 ◦ C at −36 ◦ C. Experiments on the pure and filtered juices were done with a cooling rate of
approx. 10 ◦ C/min. Urea and subtilisin treated samples, as well as the ozone treated samples were
measured with a cooling rate of approx. 20 ◦ C/min. We observed the freezing of the droplets via
an incident light microscope (Olympus BX51M, Olympus, Shinjuku, Japan) with an attached camera
(Hengtech MDC320, 3.2M pixel) linked to a computer. The microscope was equipped with a 20×
magnification lens (Olympus LMPlanFL N, Olympus, Shinjuku, Japan). Freezing could be observed via
light microscopy due to the change in light scattering behavior when liquid droplets freeze. For each
sample, we analyzed in total between 35 and 250 droplets. We reached this aim by using different spots
on the emulsion. As the droplet density and size distributions of the different emulsions varied, the
evaluated droplet number varied, respectively. All measured droplets of a single sample are combined
for evaluation. Theoretically, heterogeneous ice nucleation is independent of the droplet volume
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and depends only on the characteristics of the contained nucleus and its freezing temperature [64].
However, as the concentration of INP is constant, larger droplets in our set-up contain a higher number
of INP and therefore more sites on which freezing can occur. This increases freezing temperatures
of larger droplets. To minimize resulting inaccuracy, only droplets in the size range of 15–40 µm in
diameter (droplet volume: 1.8–34 pL) are included in our evaluation. This size range was chosen as
the droplets are small enough to enable us to analyze up to thirty droplets (sometimes even more) per
spot, resulting in a sufficient number of analyzed droplets. At the same time they are large enough to
be easily evaluated concerning their aggregate state.
At the beginning of the measurement a photo of the sample in liquid form was taken as a reference.
Once freezing occurs photos of the sample and the respective temperature Tphoto were recorded multiple
times during the freezing process. Frozen and unfrozen droplets were counted for each picture.
This enabled the determination of the fraction of frozen droplets for every recorded temperature.
2.2. Data Analysis
The results are given as mean freezing temperature (MFT) and cumulative nucleus concentration
(K(Tphoto )). MFT refers to the weighted average freezing temperature of the sum of all observed
droplets per sample described by the equation
MFT =

∑( Ti × ni )
ntotal

with Ti being a recorded temperature, ni being the number of droplets freezing at this temperature,
and ntotal being the total number of droplets observed during the experiment. This includes droplets
freezing homogeneously. For samples with a high fraction of droplets freezing homogeneously and
especially also those exhibiting freezing point depression, this can lead to MFT values at or below the
freezing temperature of pure water (−36.8 ◦ C).
K(Tphoto ) indicates the number of INP (or INM) that are ice nucleation active at temperatures at or
above Tphoto . K(Tphoto ) is based on the same measurement as the MFT value i.e., counts of the number
of frozen droplets nfrozen at the observation temperature Tphoto . However, K(Tphoto ) is additionally
normalized by the droplet volume V and, if necessary, a dilution factor d. The diameter of our droplets
varied between 15–40 µm with a mean diameter of approx. 25 µm, which was used for calculations.
All samples showing purely heterogeneous freezing were diluted to the point where some droplets
were observed to freeze homogeneously (i.e., freezing events occurred at –36.8 ◦ C or lower in case of
freezing point depression) indicating that these droplets contained no ice nucleation active material.
Dilution was necessary (a) to evaluate the cumulative nucleus concentration at lower temperatures
(as we cannot evaluate the concentration after 100% of the droplets were frozen) and (b) to avoid an
underestimation of the concentration of INP freezing at lower temperatures than the highest active
INP [65]. Dilution prior to the measurement was done for black currant and sea buckthorn juice (J1a,b;
J7a,b) and juniper berry extract (E1).
The cumulative nucleus concentration is described as [13,64]


ln(1 − f ice )
K Tphoto = −
∗d
V
with fice being the frozen fraction, V the droplet volume, and d the dilution factor.
f ice =

ni
ntotal

Here again, ntotal is the total number of droplets and ni is the number of frozen droplets at a
specific temperature.
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2.3. Samples
We investigated eighteen different samples from ten different plants native to boreal regions.
All samples stem from plants, which can be classified as perennials, as they typically live more than two
years. We addressed several points when choosing our samples. The focus on plants native to boreal
regions stems from the observation that INA is a cold hardy mechanism [66], leading to the assumption
that these plants will contain INP. Further we tried to pick samples, which are quite common in nature.
High occurrence means that these plants provide a huge surface in sum and therefore adds relevance to
a possible atmospheric influence. Furthermore, we concentrated on samples that were easily accessible
for us. These samples were commercially available juices, frozen berry samples, which we used to
produce untreated juices in the lab, as well as dried berries and leaves, which we extracted aqueously.
All samples were stored at −18 ◦ C.
Table 1 gives an overview of the samples and includes also the sample IDs used in this paper.
All commercially available juices were of organic quality. They were pasteurized at temperatures
around 85 ◦ C with heating times as short as possible to prevent microbial spoilage. Filtered juice
samples were gained by centrifuging (Sartorius 2-16P, Sartorius, Göttingen, Germany) the samples
at 3500 rpm (1123 g) for 20 min. The resulting clear liquid was retrieved with a syringe and passed
through a 0.2 µm syringe filter (VWR cellulose acetate membrane, sterile). To examine the frozen berry
samples, we extracted the juices via centrifuging the defrosted berries for 20 min at 3500 rpm (1123 g).
The resulting liquid supernatant was passed through a 0.2 µm syringe filter. For production of the
dried berry extracts, we immersed dried berries in ultrapure water with 500 mg berries per mL of
water. We left the berries in water for six hours at room temperature, occasionally shaking the vial.
After six hours 100–200 µL of the supernatant were stored for the later usage as pure extract sample.
The rest was centrifuged and filtered similar to the juices to obtain the filtered samples. The leaves
were put in vials and water was added. The water was added in a quantity that the leaves were
submersed but the petiole was above the waterline. This was done in order to extract INP only from
the intact leaf surface. In the case of blueberry, we used 2 mL of water. The other leaves were bigger.
For juniper, raspberry, and sea buckthorn 6 mL water were used. The rest of the treatment was done
similar to the dried berry extracts.
Table 1. An overview of all 18 examined samples.
Common Name

Sample
ID

Type

Brand

Genus

Volume/
Mass

Lot Number/
Charge

Black currant

J1a

Juice

dm Bio

Ribes

0.33 L

61493

Black currant II

J1b

Juice

Alnavit

Ribes

0.33 L

n/a

Blueberry

J2

Juice

Alnavit

Vaccinium

0.33 L

BL 57408

Chokeberry

J3

Juice

Alnavit

Aronia

0.33 L

n/a

Cranberry

J4

Juice

Alnavit

Vaccinium

0.33 L

n/a

Lingonberry

J5

Juice

Alnavit

Vaccinium

0.33 L

HL 56893

Sambuccus

J6

Juice

Alnavit

Sambuccus

0.33 L

n/a

Sea buckthorn

J7a

Juice

dm Bio

Hippophae

0.33 L

60857

Sea buckthorn

J7b

Juice

Alnavit

Hippophae

0.33 L

n/a

Raspberry

B1

Frozen berries

Spar Natur*pur

Rubus

200 g

L 5017

Rowanberry

B2

Frozen berries

Obst Oswald

Sorbus

n/a

n/a

Juniper berry

E1

Extract of dried berries

Sonnentor

Juniperus

35 g

ALB14013003F10

Rowanberry

E2

Extract of dried berries

Paulaner Apotheke

Sorbus

100 g

n/a

Sea buckthorn

E3

Extract of dried berries

n/a

Hippophae

n/a

n/a

Blueberry

L1

Extracts of leaves

Collected in Upper Austria

Vaccinium

-

-

Juniper

L2

Extracts of leaves

Collected in Upper Austria

Juniperus

-

-

Raspberry

L3

Extracts of leaves

Collected in Upper Austria

Rubus

-

-

Sea buckthorn

L4

Extracts of leaves

Collected in Upper Austria

Hippophae

-

-
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Birch pollen washing water, which we used as a reference material, was prepared using 50 mg
pollen (commercially available Betula pendula pollen from Allergon AB, Ängelholm, Sweden)
and adding 1 mL of ultrapure water. Over a time of six hours it was shaken two to four times.
The suspension was then centrifuged for 10 min with the same settings as the other samples and was
filtered with a 0.2 µm syringe filter.
Filtration with a size cutoff of 0.2 µm removes a vast majority of possible impurities as bacteria
and fungi but also other foreign particles, which could be present in the sample. Furthermore, it helps
to distinguish between the INA of particulate substances and the INA of macromolecules [62].
2.4. Urea and Subtilisin Treatement
To examine the effect of proteins on the INA of black currant (J1a) and sea buckthorn juice (J7a),
we used subtilisin and urea. Black currant exhibited the highest INA of all samples, which were
not prior known to be active. Sea buckthorn has already been indicated to contain proteinaceous
INP in literature [55]. Therefore we chose these two samples for the analysis. Subtilisin is a protease
from the bacterium Bacillus licheniformis and as such selectively destroys proteins via hydrolyzing
peptide bonds using a catalytic triad [67]. Urea on the other hand is a chaotropic agent, inactivating
proteins by denaturation, which can work over direct mechanisms, but also over the disruption of
hydrogen bonding networks [68,69]. Subtilisin was chosen as protease as it is more stable towards urea
as other proteases, with approx. 10% activity left using our urea concentrations [70]. The subtilisin
and urea tests allow conclusions on the role of proteins in the INA of the tested fruits, and the
importance of structural integrity of the INP. As a positive test we used Snomax® suspended in
water. Snomax® consists of shredded Pseudomonas syringae membrane. The ice nucleation active
compound of Pseudomonas syringae is a membrane protein [39] and therefore it should be affected by
the used techniques.
Each sample was treated with urea alone, with subtilisin alone and with urea and subtilisin
in combination. An overview of the sample preparation is given in Table 2. Subtilisin
(Sigma-Aldrich P5380-25mg, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) was dissolved in tris buffer (0.1 M
tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (Sigma-Aldrich 252859-100g) adjusted to a pH of 8 using 2 M
hydrochloric acid) with a concentration of 2 mg subtilisin /mL buffer. For each experiment, 500 µL of
the two juices were dried over silica gel in a sterile Petri dish. The residues were dissolved in 1 mL
of ultrapure water for the pure subtilisin treatment or in 8 M urea solution for the urea and the urea
and subtilisin treatment. For the pure subtilisin and the combination treatment 100 µL of the subtilisin
solution were added. In case of the pure urea treatment we added 100 µL tris buffer (to account for the
tris buffer contained in the samples treated with subtilisin). The addition of the tris buffer or subtilisin
solution leads to a urea concentration of 7.3 M.
Table 2. Sample preparation for the subtilisin and urea treatments. J1a (black currant juice) and J7a
(sea buckthorn juice) refers to the dried residue of 500 µL of pure juice.
Treatment

J1a

Subtilisin

X

Subtilisin
Urea

X
X

Urea
Urea and Subtilisin
Urea and Subtilisin

J7a

X
X
X

Ultrapure
Water

Urea (8 M)

Tris
Buffer

Subtilisin in Tris
Buffer (2 mg/mL)

1 mL

100 µL

1 mL

100 µL
1 mL

100 µL

1 mL

100 µL

1 mL

100 µL

1 mL

100 µL

The prepared samples were stored in a heating and shaking device (Gesellschaft für Labortechnik
(GFL) 1086, GFL Gesellschaft für Labortechnik mbH, Burgwedel, Germany) and kept there at 60 ◦ C

Urea and
Subtilisin
Urea and
Subtilisin

X
X

1 mL

100 µL

1 mL

100 µL
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samples were stored in a heating and shaking device (Gesellschaft7 offür
Labortechnik (GFL) 1086, GFL Gesellschaft für Labortechnik mbH, Burgwedel, Germany) and kept
there at 60 °C for 24 h. One sample was drawn from the solutions prior to putting them in the
for 24 h. One sample was drawn from the solutions prior to putting them in the heating and shaking
heating and shaking device, another sample was drawn after 1 h. All samples were diluted 10 fold
device, another sample was drawn after 1 h. All samples were diluted 10 fold with ultrapure water after
with ultrapure water after extraction from the shaker to reduce the high concentrations of small
extraction from the shaker to reduce the high concentrations of small soluble compounds (especially
soluble compounds (especially in case of the urea samples), which otherwise interfere with our
in case of the urea samples), which otherwise interfere with our measurements due to freezing
measurements due to freezing point depression.
point depression.

2.5. Ozone Treatment
2.5. Ozone Treatment
To simulate high oxidative stress on the INP contained in black currant juice (J1b), we used
To simulate high oxidative stress on the INP contained in black currant juice (J1b), we used ozone,
ozone, which is abundant in the atmosphere. Black currant juice exhibited the highest INA of all
which is abundant in the atmosphere. Black currant juice exhibited the highest INA of all measured
measured juices, which were not prior known to be active. Therefore it was used for analysis. The
juices, which were not prior known to be active. Therefore it was used for analysis. The ozone
ozone treatment was done with a Fischer Ozone Generator 500 (Fischer America Inc., Auburn Hills,
treatment was done with a Fischer Ozone Generator 500 (Fischer America Inc., Auburn Hills, MI,
MI, USA), with a gas flow of 1–10 mL/s producing approx. 5 g ozone/h. The gas outlet of the
USA), with a gas flow of 1–10 mL/s producing approx. 5 g ozone/h. The gas outlet of the ozonizer
ozonizer was connected to a washing flask, which was mounted to a magnetic stirrer. The flask
was connected to a washing flask, which was mounted to a magnetic stirrer. The flask contained 35 mL
contained 35 mL of the black currant juice, which was constantly stirred, while the ozone was passed
of the black currant juice, which was constantly stirred, while the ozone was passed through the liquid.
through the liquid. The treatment was done for 12 h. A schematic depiction of the setup is given in
The treatment was done for 12 h. A schematic depiction of the setup is given in Figure 1.
Figure 1.
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the pure plant materials. The results are plotted in Figure 2 (onset temperature, MFT
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photo of the pure plant materials. The results are plotted in Figure 2 (onset temperature, MFT
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and
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and Figure
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(K(Tphoto
photo ) over the whole temperature range). As comparison material,
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our
we introduced aqueous birch pollen washing
washing water
water (Betula
(Betula pendula,
17.1 ◦°C),
C), measured
setup, and juniper pollen washing water (Juniperus communis) extracted from Pummer et al. ([51]
setup, and juniper pollen washing water (Juniperus communis) extracted from Pummer et al. ([51]
−21.4 °C).
Furthermore, we included the MFT of ultrapure water (−36.8 °C) as determined through
−
21.4 ◦ C). Furthermore, we included the MFT of ultrapure water (−36.8 ◦ C) as determined through
several measurements over the whole measurement period.
several measurements over the whole measurement period.
We found INP active at −34 ◦ C and higher in all analyzed samples. At this temperature we do not
observe any homogeneous freezing events with our setup. We therefore conclude that freezing events
of −34 ◦ C and higher are purely heterogeneous and are triggered by contained INP. The mean freezing
temperatures of the unfiltered juices range from −18.5 ◦ C (sea buckthorn J7b) to −36.5 ◦ C (blueberry
J2). MFT of unfiltered extracts ranged from −24.3 ◦ C (juniper berries E1) to −38.1 ◦ C (rowanberries
E2). Freezing temperatures of the extracts of leaves ranged from −30.0 ◦ C (L2, juniper) to −35.6 ◦ C
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blueberry
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dried berry extracts (juniper berries (E1), rowanberries (E2), sea buckthorn (E3)), frozen berries
dried berry extracts (juniper berries (E1), rowanberries (E2), sea buckthorn (E3)), frozen berries
(blueberry (B1) and Raspberry (B2)) and leaf extracts ((L1) blueberry, (L2) juniper, (L3) raspberry,
(blueberry (B1) and Raspberry (B2)) and leaf extracts ((L1) blueberry, (L2) juniper, (L3) raspberry,
(L4) sea buckthorn). Samples marked with an f are filtered (particles < 0.2 µm in diameter) and are
(L4) sea buckthorn). Samples marked with an f are filtered (particles < 0.2 µm in diameter) and are
displayed as hollow symbols; filled symbols correspond to unfiltered samples. MFTs are given with
displayed as hollow symbols; filled symbols correspond to unfiltered samples. MFTs are given with
the respective standard deviation as error bar. The graph contains three lines: the dashed line refers to
the mean freezing temperature of birch pollen washing water (−18.7 ◦ C), the dotted line to juniper
pollen washing water (−21.4 ◦ C, extracted from Pummer et al. [51]), and the solid line refers to the
MFT of ultrapure water (UPW) measured with our setup during the measurement series (−36.8 ◦ C).
(b): The cumulative nucleus concentration at −34 ◦ C (K(−34 ◦ C)). Again, filtered samples are marked
with an f and hollow symbols, while unfiltered samples are represented by filled symbols.

the respective standard deviation as error bar. The graph contains three lines: the dashed line refers
to the mean freezing temperature of birch pollen washing water (−18.7 °C), the dotted line to juniper
pollen washing water (−21.4 °C, extracted from Pummer et al. [51]), and the solid line refers to the
MFT of ultrapure water (UPW) measured with our setup during the measurement series (−36.8 °C).
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(b): The cumulative nucleus concentration at −34 °C (K(−34 °C)). Again, filtered samples are marked
with an f and hollow symbols, while unfiltered samples are represented by filled symbols.
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(d) extracts
of dried
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berries
berries (E1), rowanberries (E2), sea buckthorn (E3)) . Samples marked with an f are filtered and do
(E1), rowanberries (E2), sea buckthorn (E3)). Samples marked with an f are filtered and do not contain
not contain particles bigger 0.2 µm. Data points at temperatures below −35 °C are not represented,
particles bigger 0.2 µm. Data points at temperatures below −35 ◦ C are not represented, since we cannot
since we cannot exclude homogeneous nucleation events at lower temperatures and therefore cannot
exclude homogeneous nucleation events at lower temperatures and therefore cannot attribute those
attribute those data points to INM with full certainty.
data points to INM with full certainty.

Figure
2 includes
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pollen
andjuniper
juniperpollen
pollenwashing
washing water
water as
as comparison
Figure
2 includes
birch
pollen
and
comparison standards.
standards.
Birch pollen washing water was chosen as it is a well-established INP from plants [50,51]. Juniper
Birch pollen washing water was chosen as it is a well-established INP from plants [50,51]. Juniper pollen
pollen were chosen since we have two juniper samples within our sample groups (L2 juniper, E1
were chosen since we have two juniper samples within our sample groups (L2 juniper, E1 juniper
juniper berries). While mean freezing temperatures are mostly below these two comparison lines,
berries). While mean freezing temperatures are mostly below these two comparison lines, the onset
temperatures of most samples are between or above these lines, except for the leaves, which were all
slightly below these two lines.
The MFT of unfiltered blueberry juice (J2) lies close to the homogeneous freezing line (see Figure 2)
of ultrapure water (−36.8 ◦ C, as determined with regular measurements with our setup during the
measurement series), the MFT of unfiltered rowanberry extract (E2) even below. This can be explained
by a low concentration of INP in the samples. Further ions and small sugars in our sample lead to
freezing point depression, broadening the range of freezing events down to temperatures below the
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which were all slightly below these two lines.
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Figure 2) of ultrapure water (−36.8 °C, as determined with regular measurements with our setup
during the measurement series), the MFT of unfiltered rowanberry extract (E2) even below. This can
be explained by a low concentration of INP in the samples. Further ions and small sugars in our
freezing point of ultrapure water. However, we found heterogeneous freezing events in all analyzed
sample lead to freezing point depression, broadening the range of freezing events down to
samples, which is indicated by the K(Tphoto ) (see Figures 2 and 3) and the onset temperature (see
temperatures below the freezing point of ultrapure water. However, we found heterogeneous
◦ C) values followed the trend of the MFT (see Figure 3). This shows again that
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−34 ◦ C
mass concentrations of all nine unfiltered juice samples against the number of INP active at or above
(see Figure 4). There is no correlation between dry mass and INP content (a linear fit yields an R2 value
−34 °C (see Figure 4). There is no correlation between dry mass and INP content (a linear fit yields an
of 0.0124;
not shown). This means that the concertation of INP is not a function of the dry mass of the
R2 value of 0.0124; not shown). This means that the concertation of INP is not a function of the dry
sample,
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plants
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The cumulative nucleus concentration and the freezing temperature of the filtered juices decreased
in all cases with varying intensities. However, even after filtration all samples still showed INA.
We found the highest loss of INP represented by the K(−34 ◦ C) for lingonberry juice (J5, approx. 98%)
and the smallest for blueberry juice (J2, approx. 13%). Black currant juice (J1b), the sample with the
highest concentration of INP lost a third of its INP due to filtration. In contrast to the filtered juices,
the extracts showed no loss of INP due to filtration, demonstrating that the extracts did not contain
INP larger than 0.2 µm. For the extracts of berries and leaves we see no major losses. In all cases the
mean freezing temperatures stayed within the standard deviation of each other. Only for L4 we see
not a decrease but an increase for the filtered sample. Since the production of the frozen berry samples
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included centrifugation, we had no sample containing bigger suspended material. We only measured
filtered samples of this group and are not able to compare their freezing behavior to unfiltered samples.
The filtered frozen berry samples exhibited the lowest MFT of all samples and very low cumulative
nucleus concentrations with only filtered lingonberry juice (J5f) exhibiting lower concentrations.
Overall, all filtered samples contained INP with varying concentrations. We assume these
INP to be INM. Six of the analyzed eighteen filtered samples exhibited MFT at or below the
homogeneous freezing line (−36.8 ◦ C). Those samples were blueberry juice (J2f), lingonberry juice
(J4f), sambuccus juice (J5f), rowanberry extract (E2f), frozen raspberries (B1f), and frozen rowanberries
(B2f). The K(−34 ◦ C) values followed the same trend, indicating again that low MFT values are an
effect of low INM concentrations. For the rest of the samples, MFT values varied between −21.9 ◦ C
(J1bf, black currant) and −35.6 ◦ C (J6f, sambuccus). Onset temperatures ranged between −14.2 ◦ C
(J7bf, sea buckthorn) and −31.9 ◦ C (B2f, rowanberry).
3.3. Comparison of Different Samples and Sample Classes
We analyzed two different black currant juices (J1a and J1b), with J1a showing a reduced INP
concentration, as well as reduced onset temperature and MFT. Sea buckthorn, of which four samples
(two juices (J7a and b) and aqueous extracts of the dried berries (E3) and of leaves (L4)) were analyzed,
behaved similarly. While the freezing temperature of the black currant as well as the sea buckthorn
juices varied (see Figure 2), the curve progression of their cumulative nucleus concentration against
temperature plots are similar, but shifted in their concentration (see Figure 3). This indicates that in
different analyzed samples of a species for both cases, same or similar INP are present, however, in
varying concentration. Interestingly, filtration impacted the two chosen juices differently in both cases.
The juices marked with an a showed a higher loss in INP concentration than the juices marked with a b.
In case of sea buckthorn, the extracts of dried berries show similarities to the juice, while the
leaves exhibit not just lower concentration, but also lack freezing events at temperatures above −20 ◦ C.
We analyzed rowanberries as extract of dried berries and as frozen berries. In both cases
rowanberries exhibited low freezing temperatures and INP concentrations.
Juniper was tested as extract of leaves (L2) and of dried berries (E1). While the curve progressions
in Figure 3 are rather similar for temperatures below −20 ◦ C, the leaves lack the portion of the curve
above −20 ◦ C, which also explains the decreased freezing temperature for the leaves. While the mean
freezing temperature of all juniper samples are below the juniper pollen line, the extracts of berries
exhibit higher onset temperatures and the extracts of leaves exhibit onset temperatures close to the
juniper line.
Raspberry was tested as frozen berries (B1) and as leaf extract (L3). The curve progressions in
Figure 3 are similar, with higher concentrations for the leaf extracts.
In the case of blueberry we can compare the results from leaves (L1) to juices (J2). Leaves exhibit
activity at higher temperatures than the juice (see Figure 3), even though the concentrations are similar
(see Figure 2).
Rowanberries were analyzed as frozen berries (B2) and as aqueous extract of dried berries (E2).
For rowanberries the INP concentrations of the different samples matched well, but the frozen berries
showed a significantly lower MFT (see Figure 2). We again observed the same progression for the
different K(Tphoto ) curves (see Figure 3).
A closer look at Figures 2 and 3 reveals that the different samples can be divided into four
categories with respect to their onset temperatures (the temperature where the first droplets freeze).
The first group contains the most potent INP with onset temperatures around −15 ◦ C: black currant
juice (except for filtered J1af, J1a, J1b, J1bf), cranberry juice (only untreated; J4), lingonberry juice (only
untreated; J5), and sea buckthorn juice (filtered and untreated; J7a, J7af, J7b, J7bf), as well as pure and
filtered extracts of dried juniper berries (E1 and E1f) and sea buckthorn (E3 and E3f). Furthermore,
we can identify a second group with onset temperatures around −20 ◦ C (unfiltered sambuccus and
chokeberry juice (J6 and J3) as well as all leaf extracts and filtered black currant juice J1af), and the

A closer look at Figures 2 and 3 reveals that the different samples can be divided into four
categories with respect to their onset temperatures (the temperature where the first droplets freeze).
The first group contains the most potent INP with onset temperatures around −15 °C: black currant
juice (except for filtered J1af,J1a,J1b, J1bf), cranberry juice (only untreated; J4), lingonberry juice
(only untreated; J5), and sea buckthorn juice (filtered and untreated; J7a, J7af, J7b, J7bf), as well as
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pure and filtered extracts of dried juniper berries (E1 and E1f) and sea buckthorn (E3 and E3f).
Furthermore, we can identify a second group with onset temperatures around −20 °C (unfiltered
sambuccus and chokeberry juice (J6 and J3) as ◦well as all leaf extracts and filtered black currant juice
third
group with onset temperatures at −25 C (filtered sambuccus, cranberry and chokeberry juice
J1af), and the third group with onset temperatures at −25 °C (filtered sambuccus, cranberry and
(J6f, J4f, and J3f) as well as filtered and untreated blueberry juice (J2and J2f) and frozen raspberries
chokeberry juice (J6f, J4f, and J3f) as well as filtered and untreated blueberry juice (J2and J2f) and
(B1). Filtered lingonberry juice (J5f), the frozen rowanberry sample (B2), as well as the rowanberry
frozen raspberries (B1). Filtered lingonberry juice (J5f), the frozen rowanberry sample (B2), as well as
extracts (E2 and E2f) show the lowest onset temperatures at approx. −30 ◦ C. It should be noted that
the rowanberry extracts (E2 and E2f) show the lowest onset temperatures at approx. −30 °C. It
the unfiltered cranberry, lingonberry, and sambuccus juice (J3, J4, and J6) all showed a stepwise curve
should be noted that the unfiltered cranberry, lingonberry, and sambuccus juice (J3, J4, and J6) all
progression. Interestingly, the second step of the curve occurs at the same temperature as the onset
showed a stepwise curve progression. Interestingly, the second step of the curve occurs at the same
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with urea and subtilisin is shown in the bottom row (c,f,i,l). All depicted samples were diluted 10 fold
with ultrapure water prior to measurement.

Black currant (J1a) and sea buckthorn juice (J7a) were treated with urea, subtilisin, and a
combination of both reagents, to get information on the importance of proteins and their structural
integrity on the INA of those juices. Figure 5 shows the effects of the three different treatment methods
(see Table 2) on black currant juice (J1a) and sea buckthorn juice (J7a). Both juices were highly affected
by subtilisin alone and lost the majority of their activity (Figure 5a,d). In the case of black currant (J1a)
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the INA was halved after 24 h of treatment (Figure 5a). For sea buckthorn (J7a) we found an even
stronger decrease with less than 20% of droplets containing INP after 24 h of treatment (Figure 5d).
Urea had a less drastic effect on black currant (J1a) than the subtilisin treatment. Approx. 90% of
the droplets analyzed from the untreated sample froze heterogeneously. After 24 h of treatment with
urea alone at 60 ◦ C still more than 60% heterogeneously freezing droplets remained (see Figure 5b).
Sea buckthorn (J7a) on the other hand again lost the majority of its INA, with approx. 20 % of droplets
freezing heterogeneously after 24 h of treatment (see Figure 5e). When urea and subtilisin are used
together, the effect on black currant (J1a) is drastically smaller than when treated with subtilisin
alone (see Figure 5c). The resulting curve after 24 h is comparable to the one obtained when black
currant is treated with urea alone, only the initial loss (after 1 h) is higher in the presence of subtilisin.
Sea buckthorn (J7a), which was more strongly affected by urea than black currant (J1a), nearly lost all
of its INA after 24 h of treatment (see Figure 5f). After 1 h and after 24 h, the activity of the urea and
subtilisin treated sea buckthorn is slightly lower than the activity of the sea buckthorn sample treated
with urea alone.
The last row in Figure 5 are subtilisin, urea, as well as urea and subtilisin solutions without a
present sample. We see no heterogeneous freezing in these blanks.
3.5. Ozone Treatment
Black currant juice was treated with 1–10 mL/s of air containing approx. 0.01% ozone for 12 h.
Ozone is a strong gas phase oxidizer, which is prone to test for the robustness of the INP against
oxidation. Therefore the results of this test give an idea on the stability of black currant juice (J1b)
towards atmospheric oxidation. The results of the ozone treatment are shown in Figure 6 represented
as mean freezing temperatures. We found no significant change in the freezing temperature in the 12 h
of treatment, indicating that the INA of black currant juice is not affected by ozone. The juice however
did
lose all
of 10,
its xcolor
during
the oxidation process.
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6. Relation between mean freezing temperature and ozone treatment time of
of black
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4. Discussion
Since the transport mechanisms of biological materials into the atmosphere are not well
corroborated, more detailed studies of plant based INP are of great importance. As of now, we are
not able to predict the exact influence those INP could have on atmospheric processes. Our lack of
knowledge on number and chemical nature of these INP makes it hard to estimate atmospheric
concentrations and to measure their presence in atmospheric samples. With this study, we aim to
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4. Discussion
Since the transport mechanisms of biological materials into the atmosphere are not well
corroborated, more detailed studies of plant based INP are of great importance. As of now, we
are not able to predict the exact influence those INP could have on atmospheric processes. Our lack
of knowledge on number and chemical nature of these INP makes it hard to estimate atmospheric
concentrations and to measure their presence in atmospheric samples. With this study, we aim to
contribute not just to the knowledge on plant based INP but also to the awareness that plants can be
a huge source for INP. The most important finding is the ice nucleation activity of the plant derived
material. Every single material we analyzed contained INP active above −34 ◦ C. More importantly, this
was still true if samples were filtered. Filtered samples are not just important as small INP have a higher
atmospheric lifespan, but also as the filtering step removes several possible impurities, including but
not limited to bacteria. These findings render the presented plants a possibly important source for
atmospheric INP. Interestingly, we found differences between the different samples. This is probably
seen best when comparing the impact of subtilisin and urea on black currant and sea buckthorn.
In both cases, sea buckthorn was impacted stronger than black currant. This leads to the assumption
that while proteins affect the INP in both cases, the INA of sea buckthorn is either dependent more
strongly on proteins, or the involved proteins are less stable.
All analyzed plant materials (see Table 1) contained INP that were active at or above −34 ◦ C.
Furthermore, we found that the samples still contained INP even if centrifuged and filtered with a
0.2 µm size cut-off. However, even though INA remained in all samples, we found a loss for most
juices due to filtration. This indicates that at least a part of the INP in juices is in the coarse particle
fraction. Only for L4 we see not a decrease but an increase for the filtered sample, which we assume to
be due to the low concentration. When analyzing the two different juices of sea buckthorn and black
currant, we observe that in both cases, the fraction of INP larger than 0.2 µm is greater in the juices
marked with an a. This leads to the assumption that size distributions of INP are not similar within
a species or that possible differences in the juice preparation affect the INP sizes. Due to the small
size of the filtered INP we assume those to be in the macromolecular size range (10−5 and 10−3 mm).
Such small ice nucleating particles have already been found in birch pollen washing water [51,62,71]
and are referred to as INM. Such small INM could be important in atmospheric processes, due to the
long atmospheric lifespan of particles in such a small size range (up to several days depending on the
altitude for particle in the size range of 0.2 µm and smaller, (e.g., [4])). Furthermore, these INM could
be adsorbed by other particles (e.g., dust particles from soils, [72]), altering ice nucleation properties
of a former non-active or less active particle. Small amounts of organic and biological material have
already been shown to be capable of increasing the INA of soil and dust [73–75]. Due to their possible
role in atmospheric processes it is important to conduct further studies on the release of these small
INM from plant materials.
All samples were analyzed with cooling rates between 10 and 20 K/min. These cooling rates are
rather high compared to atmospheric processes. In case some of our samples exhibit time dependent
mechanisms, our fast cooling rates could lead to an underestimation of INA. The dependence on
time of heterogeneous ice nucleation is not fully understood and seems to be highly impacted by the
mechanisms involved [76,77]. Several studies have been done on this, however, most in respect to
mineral dust. Few studies indicate importance of the cooling rate [78,79]. However, this behavior
is not confirmed by many other studies done on this field [80,81]. Wright et al. included biological
material and suggest that cooling rate or residence time only play a minor role in heterogeneous ice
nucleation in immersion mode [82].
The origin of biological INP stems from the evolutionary pressure on plants in cold regions.
Those plants experiencing cold stress on a regular basis were forced to develop coping mechanisms in
order to survive. Freezing of water is challenging for living cells since it leads to ice crystal formation,
as well as deformation and dehydration of cells [66]. Intracellular freezing is typically lethal for
plants [83–85], many plants therefore developed coping mechanisms to ensure their survival under
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cold conditions [28]. One strategy to avoid cell damage is the controlled ice formation in extracellular
spaces, causing dehydration of the cell and inhibiting intracellular freezing [66,84]. This behavior is
not just dependent on the species, but also on the analyzed tissue [57,86]. For most of the analyzed
unfiltered plant materials onset, temperatures ranged between −12.5 ◦ C (J4, cranberry) and −25.3 ◦ C
(J2, blueberry) (only E2, rowanberry exhibited a lower freezing temperature: −29.4 ◦ C). Given a
high enough concentration of the INM, their mean freezing temperature should be close to the onset
temperature. These temperatures are well in line with the reported and highly concentrated plant
pollen INM by Pummer et al. [51]. Further, we found that plant materials deriving from different plants
of the same species often exhibit similarities in their freezing behavior; however, this was not true
for all samples (e.g., leaves of sea buckthorn do not behave like juice and dried berries). The freezing
behavior of different species can often be clearly distinguished. Differences of the INP can be of
chemical nature, due to a variation in size and structure of the responsible active sites, or based on the
remaining chemical composition. As we found a stepwise curve progression for the freezing assays of
many samples, it is likely that they consist of different INP or contain active aggregates of different
sizes. Brush et al. [49] showed that the ice nucleation active material from winter rye has a complex
composition of proteins, carbohydrates, and phospholipids. Small changes in one component could
lead to changes in the freezing behavior.
Freezing point depression, which is due to contained small sugars and ions, shifts the freezing
point to lower temperatures and consequently leads to a stronger impact of single droplets freezing
homogeneously. In summary, it can lead to an MFT below ultrapure water, even though heterogeneous
freezing events are present. Freezing point depression is a widely used cold hardiness mechanism
of plants [66]. Plants often produce specific substances such as small sugars or in some cases even
special antifreeze proteins [87,88]. The concentration of those molecules can be highly dependent on
the analyzed cell type as well as the season of harvesting [89]. These properties can affect the presented
MFT values.
The commercially available juices were all treated with high temperature to prevent microbial
spoilage. Muttersaft juices are typically treated with temperatures (to prevent microbial spoilage)
as low as possible. However, in the case of elderberry, heat treatment needs to be above 80 ◦ C to
destroy toxic components of the juice [90]. In principle, such heat treatment could have inactivated
biological INP [40,51]. Therefore this treatment could have a negative effect on the INA of our samples.
However, not all biological INP are affected by heat. Materials from birch trees e.g., have been shown
to be resistant towards heat treatment up to at least 100 ◦ C [51,91]. Further it should be noted that the
urea treatment can lead to a shift in pH value, as it can increase the pH value of aqueous systems and
influences the dissociation of weak acids [92]. The pH can influence the INA [25,93].
To our knowledge there are only a couple of other studies that have addressed the ice nucleation
activity of the berries presented in this article. The ice nucleation activity of the sea buckthorn berries
was investigated by Lundheim and Wahlberg [56]. They found the freezing temperature of different
phenotypes to range between −15.1 and −6.1 ◦ C (see Table A1). Our sea buckthorn juice froze at
−18.5 ◦ C, which is slightly below this temperature range. However, Lundheim and Wahlberg [56]
used 20 µL droplets, which are five orders of magnitude larger than the ones we examine with our
setup. The freezing temperature range measured with our setup would be shifted towards higher
temperatures if we would use the same droplet size as Lundheim and Wahlberg [56]. Our results
for blueberry do not match those found by Kishimoto et al. [57]. While we found a mean freezing
temperature of only −36.5 ◦ C, Kishimoto et al. [57] state a freezing temperature of −7.2 ◦ C (see
Table A1). Kishimoto et al. [57] worked with 500 µL droplets. Within each droplet they immersed half
a fruit. Again these huge differences in methodology make results hard to compare.
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The strong effect of subtilisin on sea buckthorn and black currant juice indicates the importance
of proteinaceous compounds in their INA. Jann et al. [55] postulated that the INP contained in sea
buckthorn can pass through a 0.45 µm filter and consist of an aggregate that contains a protein.
Our results support these observations and show that the situation is similar for black currant.
Urea however had a much smaller effect on black currant than on sea buckthorn, showing that
black currant is less sensitive towards denaturating agents. The reduced effect of subtilisin on black
currant in the presence of urea can be explained by the reduced activity of subtilisin due to the urea.
With an urea concentration of 7.3, the activity of subtilisin is reduced to approx. 10% [70].
Analyzing the oxidation stability of black currant juice towards ozone, we found no changes in
the freezing behavior within 12 h of testing. This indicates that the contained INP are stable towards
oxidation. As the found INP are in the submicron size range, they would exhibit a long atmospheric
life span.
It should be mentioned that several contaminations can impact our samples. As they are biological
samples, it is likely that at least some of them had contact with other biological material like bacteria and
fungi, which are ice nucleation active. Especially in the kingdom of bacteria many are known to exhibit
INA [23,94]. However, bacteria are not known to release their INA into aqueous solutions and freezing
temperatures are typically well above the freezing temperatures observed for our samples [13,23,94].
To the authors’ knowledge, only one paper found secreted molecules of bacteria to be ice nucleation
active [95]. Due to their size, whole bacteria should be separated during the 0.2 µm filtration. Fungi on
the other hand can release their INP into aqueous solutions, but are typically active at much higher
temperatures (>−10 ◦ C) than our samples [41,96]. Fungal spores can show freezing temperatures
in the observed temperature range [43], but are typically in a size larger 0.2 µm and therefore also
removed by filtration. Furthermore, the juices are pasteurized; therefore microbial spoilage to a larger
degree is unlikely in these samples. This means that contributions from microorganisms by themselves,
released products or metabolites should be rather limited if present. Particular contaminations as
mineral dusts and soots should be separated by filtration alone.
We investigated plants native to boreal regions, which are common in nature. Therefore, these
plants cover a rather high amount of ground depending on the region. We showed that a single leaf is
able to release 107 to 109 INP if submersed into water. Therefore the more vegetation covering the land
surface, the higher the amount of INP that can be released during rain events. Further investigation is
necessary to estimate the amount of INP released into the atmosphere and the amount of INP released
into the soil, potentially adding ice nucleation active centers to other particles. INP from plants are
not well studied. Even less attention has been given to their possible role in atmospheric processes.
Our results suggest that plants in boreal regions are a huge source for INP. With every rain event the
plant surface can release INP into the environment and if these INP get airborne, they can influence
the local climatic conditions.
5. Conclusions
Following the research questions we stated in the introduction, we found that:
(1) Mean freezing temperatures ranged from −18.5 to −45.6 ◦ C; cumulative nucleus
concentrations between −12 and −34 ◦ C ranged from 9.7 × 105 to 9.2 × 109 cm−3 . The onset
temperatures of most samples match the literature values for plant derived INP well. The authors
would like to highlight black currant, which contains potent INP and exhibited the highest
concentrations. To the knowledge of the authors, it was not previously known to act as possible
source of INP.
(2) All samples were ice nucleation active and contained INP in a size range smaller than 0.2 µm,
which the authors assume to be INM similar to those described in the literature [51,62,71]. Most juices
exhibited losses in INA when filtered. The data suggests that these juices also contain INP larger than
0.2 µm.
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(3) The INA of the analyzed samples covers a wide range of temperatures and INP concentrations.
While most samples from different plants of the same type show similarities (e.g., the different sea
buckthorn juices and the dried berries), we also see differences between some of these samples (e.g.,
sea buckthorn leaves). This makes comparisons between the different samples difficult. Proteins seem
to play an important role in the INA of black currant and sea buckthorn. However, black currant is
relatively stable towards urea, a denaturating agent.
(4) Three of the samples analyzed were whole dried berries and four samples were intact leaves.
We were able to extract INP in the submicron size range from these samples aqueously at room
temperature, indicating that berries and leaves can release INP into the environment, even if still intact.
Additional studies are necessary to determine the influence of cultivation regions, growing
conditions, as well as phenotype and cultivation history on the formation and activity of plant specific
INM. Without this data, we cannot link difference in concentrations, type, and efficiency directly
and with certainty to the plant species. Further investigations addressing different plant species
and samples are essential to predict the extent of distribution of INMs in plants native to the boreal
regions. This is especially important to assess a possible impact of ice nucleation plants to local
climatic conditions. The boreal regions are covered with flora for a vast part, which could contribute
to atmospheric INP concentrations and for ice nucleation active sites on other atmospheric particles.
Our data clearly shows that all plants analyzed contain INP not just in the coarse fraction, but also in
the submicron size range. This indicates that plants could be an important source for INP which has
been overlooked so far.
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Appendix A
The freezing temperature of different plant materials which are known to show INA, presented in
the introduction. The table shows from left to right: the examined plant material, sample mass, the
triggered freezing temperature, droplet volume/size for immersion freezing experiments (measuring
INA with the INP immersed in a water droplet), and the corresponding citation. We use the word
droplet here for a single freezing unit, not every method used for the data in the table below works
with droplets, but rather with discrete volume units. The droplet size used to determine the INA of
decayed plant leaf litter was not available. This table only includes selected examples for the samples
presented in [25–27,31]. The definition of freezing temperatures varies and is indicated at the bottom of
the table. Differences in methods and droplet sizes render comparisons between temperatures between
studies difficult.
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Table A1. The freezing temperature of different plant materials which are known to show INA,
presented in the introduction. The table shows from left to right: the examined plant material, sample
mass, the triggered freezing temperature, droplet volume/size for immersion freezing experiments
(measuring INA with the INP immersed in a water droplet), and the corresponding citation. We use
the word droplet here for a single freezing unit, not every method used for the data in the table below
works with droplets, but rather with discrete volume units. The droplet size used to determine the
INA of decayed plant leaf litter was not available. This table only includes selected examples for the
samples presented in [50,51,53,57]. The definition of freezing temperatures varies and is indicated
at the bottom of the table. Differences in methods and droplet sizes render comparisons between
temperatures between studies difficult:
Plant/Material

Sample Mass

Freezing
Temperature (◦ C)
a

Droplet Volume

Citation

Prunus tree wood

5 cm sections

−2

24 mL

[47]

Citrus fruits

A whole fruit per droplet

−2.5 a

150 mL

[48]

Winter rye leaves
(Secale cereale)

0.1 g leaf tissue per droplet

−12–−5 b

4 mL

[49]

Birch pollen I

*

−12 c

*

[50]

d

0.5–4200 pL

[51]

Birch pollen II

50 mg/mL

−19

Birch pollen washing water

Aqueous extract of approx.
50 mg/mL pollen, product shows
approx. 2.4 wt % residue

−18 d

0.5–4200 pL

[51]

Birch oil

*

−10 e

*

[53]

Pine pollen I

*

−12

c

*

[50]

Pine pollen II

50 mg/mL

−20 d

0.5–4200 pL

[51]

Pine pollen washing water

Aqueous extract of approx.
50 mg/mL pollen, product shows
approx. 2.4 wt % residue

−21 d

0.5–4200 pL

[51]

Pine oil

*

−12–−9 e

*

[53]

Decayed leaf litter

5–100 mg per test dispersed in air

−24–−4 f

N/A

[54]

Ripe sea buckthorn
berry juice

Tested pure

−7.9–−7.3 d

10 µL

[55]

Centrifuged sea buckthorn
juice from ripe berries of
different origins

Pure centrifuged filtered juice

−15.1–−6.1 a

20 µL

[56]

Blueberry stem

7.5 mm long increments per droplet

−2.3 d

0.5 mL

[57]

Blueberry fruits

A whole organ or half cut organ
(to fit the tube) per droplet

−7.2 d

0.5 mL

[57]

*: Used for measurements were methods working with condensation/deposition freezing, where water
condenses/freezes directly on the IN. Droplet volume and sample concentration are not available; a: Mean
temperature at which ice nucleation occurred; b: Whole freezing range; c: Temperature at which a mean freezing
efficiency of 50% is reached; d: T50 Temperature at which 50% of the droplets are frozen (median freezing
temperature); e: Temperature of ice nucleation, not further defined; f: Extracted data from available freezing
nucleus spectra.
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